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According to the invention there is provided an electrical connector, comprising: first and second housings; a lever member engaging said first and second housings and moving said first and second housings between another to join corresponding electrical contacts, said first and second housings being movable between initial and final positions; a lever member mounted on the outside of one of the housings and engagable with projections on both housings above on which the preamble of claim 1 is based. The connector includes first and second contact containing housings and a lever member that rotates a shorter distance to connect the electrical contacts and unmating the electrical contacts.

Certain embodiments of the present invention generally relate to a lever-based connection assembly for engaging resisting components. More particularly, certain embodiments of the present invention relate to a mate assist assembly for connecting electrical contacts contained in separate housings.

In certain applications, electronic components require a mate assist assembly to electrically connect several electrical contacts. The mate assist assembly includes a first connector housing that holds several electrical contacts, and a second connector housing that holds an equal number of electrical contacts. One connector housing includes male electrical contacts, while the other connector housing includes female electrical contacts. The first connector housing is configured to be received inside the second connector housing. As the number of electrical contacts to be mated increases, it becomes difficult to fully join the mating connector housings because of friction between the mating electrical contacts.

A conventional mate assist assembly includes a lever having a handle and two lever arms that extend from, and are rotated alongside, side walls of the first connector housing. The second connector housing is slid onto and encloses the first connector housing to a point where the electrical contacts resist further insertion. Each lever arm includes a cam arm with notches. Rack teeth are situated within the second connector housing with each rack tooth corresponding to the notches of the cam arms. As the first connector housing is inserted into the second connector housing, the lever is oriented in a fixed position so that the cam arms are aligned to engage the rack teeth.

As the handle is rotated in a first direction, the rack teeth and cam arms engage and pull the first connector housing and lever downward into the second connector housing, mating the electrical contacts. Alternatively, as the handle is rotated in a second direction, the first connector housing is pulled upward out of the second connector housing, unmating the electrical contacts.

The conventional electrical connector suffers from a number of drawbacks. First, the lever member is rotated a large distance before the cam arms engage the rack teeth on the module connector. Therefore, the lever member rotates ninety-degrees to fully connect and disconnect the electrical contacts. Since the lever member rotates ninety-degrees in operation, the lever member is fully upright and parallel to a vertical axis at some point during the course of rotation. When the lever member is in such an upright orientation, the mate assist assembly takes up a large amount of space and is thus limited to use in certain electronic applications where space is not constrained. Therefore, a mate assist assembly is needed having a lever member that rotates a shorter distance to connect the electrical contacts and thus takes up less space during rotation.

Secondly, conventional electrical connectors do not effectively maintain the lever members in the necessary fixed position. For example, some electrical connectors have apertures in the lever arms that receive, and are retained by, deflectable latches extending outward from the side walls of the first connector housing. When the first connector housing is positioned within the second connector housing, the latches are biased inward into the first connector housing to release the lever arms from the fixed position. However, the lever arms must be in a lowered position about the first connector housing for the deflectable latches to engage the apertures. In order to position the first connector housing downward into the second connector housing, the lever is rotated upward to an upright position above the first connector housing. The lever therefore takes up more space and interferes with surrounding components when connecting the electrical contacts, thus limiting the number of components with which the electrical connector is used.

Other electrical connectors maintain the lever in a fixed position with the lever arms extending upright from the first connector housing prior to insertion into the second connector housing so that the lever is rotated downward about the first connector housing to connect the electrical contacts. The lever arms include apertures near the cam arms that receive, and are retained by, protrusions extending out from the side walls of the first connector housing. When the first connector housing is positioned within the second connector housing, the lever is pushed with a force necessary to disengage the apertures from the protrusions to release the lever from the fixed position. However, the protrusions are small and engage only a small amount of surface area of the lever arms. Therefore, when slight forces are applied to the lever, the lever arms are prematurely released from the protrusions such that the lever is no longer in the fixed position. The protrusions also quickly wear down until the protrusions do not engage the lever.

A need exists for an electrical connector that overcomes the above problems and addresses other concerns experienced in the prior art.

Patent JP 06243927A discloses a prior art mate assist electrical connector of the type generally referred to above on which the preamble of claim 1 is based. The connector includes first and second contact containing housings and a lever member mounted on the outside of one of the housings and engagable with projections on both housings to move the housings towards each other as the lever member is rotated through a full 90° during this movement.

According to the invention there is provided an electrical connector, comprising: first and second housings being configured to receive electrical contacts, said first and second housings being configured to be matable with one another to join corresponding electrical contacts, said first and second housings being movable between initial and final positions; a lever member engaging said first and second housings and moving said first and second housings between
said initial and final positions as said lever member is rotated through a range of motion about a rotational axis, said lever member including a cam arm having a pivot post received by said first housing, said lever member including first and second cam surfaces that engage said first and second housings, respectively; and said first housing having a post slot for rotatably and slidable retaining said pivot post relative to said rotational axis, said first housing further having a first engagement means engaging said first cam surface, said second housing having a second engagement means engaging said second cam surface, said first and second engagement means and cam surfaces cooperating to move said first and second housings between said initial and final positions as said lever member is rotated along said range of motion, characterised in that said first and second engagement means respectively comprise first and second racks, said first and second cam surfaces respectively comprise first and second notches and said cam arm is positioned within a U-shaped or semi-circular arm catch in a side wall of second housing in said initial position.

[0011] The invention will now be described by way of example only with reference to the accompanying drawings in which:

- Figure 1 illustrates a side isometric view of a mate assist assembly according to an embodiment of the present invention.
- Figure 2 illustrates an exploded isometric view of the mate assist assembly of Fig. 1.
- Figure 3 illustrates an isometric view of a harness connector formed according to an embodiment of the present invention.
- Figure 4 illustrates an isometric view of a lever member formed according to an embodiment of the present invention.
- Figure 5 illustrates an isometric view of the lever member mounted to the harness connector.
- Figure 6 illustrates an isometric view of a module connector formed according to an embodiment of the present invention.
- Figure 7 illustrates a side isometric view of the mate assist assembly in the initial position and the electrical contacts fully mated.
- Figure 8 illustrates a mate assist assembly formed in accordance with an alternative embodiment of the present invention.
- Figure 9 illustrates a side isometric view of a mate assist assembly of Fig. 8 in the final position.
- Figure 10 illustrates a side view of a mate assist assembly formed in accordance with an alternative embodiment of the present invention.

[0012] The foregoing summary, as well as the following detailed description of certain embodiments of the present invention, will be better understood when read in conjunction with the appended drawings. For the purpose of illustrating the invention, there is shown in the drawings, certain embodiments. It should be understood, however, that the present invention is not limited to the arrangements and instrumentality shown in the attached drawings.

[0013] Figure 1 illustrates a side isometric view of a mate assist assembly 10 formed according to an embodiment of the present invention. The mate assist assembly 10 includes a harness connector 18 having contact pockets 12 configured to receive packets that hold groups of electrical contacts (not shown). The mate assist assembly 10 also includes a module connector 22 that holds electrical contacts (not shown) configured to mate with the electrical contacts in the harness connector 18. As shown in Fig. 1, the harness connector 18 is partially inserted within the module connector 22 to an initial staging position. The mate assist assembly 10 also includes a lever member 14 that is retained on the exterior of the harness connector 18 and engages the module connector 22. The lever member 14 is rotatable in the direction of arrow A to move the harness connector 18 from the initial staging position to a final position (Fig. 7). As the lever member 14 is rotated in the direction of arrow A, it pushes the harness connector 18 downward in the direction of arrow B into the module connector 22 until fully mating the electrical contacts of the harness connector 18 and the module connector 22 with each other.

[0014] Figure 2 illustrates an exploded isometric view of the mate assist assembly 10 of Fig. 1. The lever member 14 includes a pair of spaced apart cam arms 26, each of which has first and second notches 30 and 34 located on opposite sides thereof. The cam arms 26 also include cylindrical pivot posts 38 extending inward from interior surfaces thereof and facing one another. The pivot posts 38 are aligned along a common rotational axis 42. In Fig. 2, the lever member 14 is oriented in an unmated position with lever arms 58 aligned by way of example only, at a thirty-degree angle to a vertical axis 24. The vertical axis 24 extends parallel to the direction of relative motion between the harness connector 18 and module connector 22. The harness connector 18 includes triangular first racks 48 situated beside oval post slots 52 formed through the side walls 56. The module connector 22 includes rectangular side walls 72 having a U-shaped or semi-circular arm catches 68 cut out. Triangular second racks 64 are formed on one side of the arm catches 68 proximate an open face 65 of the module connector 22.

[0015] The lever member 14 is removably inserted downward in the direction of arrow B (also referred to as the loading or staging direction) into the harness connector 18 into a fixed position at which the pivot posts 38 are received within the post slots 52 and the first racks 48 are located within the first notches 30 such that the lever arms 58 are aligned
generally at a thirty-degree angle to the vertical axis 24. The harness connector 18 and lever member 14 are then slidably inserted in the direction of arrow B into the module connector 22 until reaching the initial staging position shown in Fig. 1. When in the initial staging position, the cam arms 26 are positioned within the arm catches 68 and the second racks 64 are positioned within the second notches 34.

[0016] Figure 3 illustrates an isometric view of the harness connector 18 formed according to an embodiment of the present invention. The harness connector 18 is box shaped and includes opposing side walls 56 and opposing end walls 76. By way of example only, a center wall 74 may extend between the side walls 56 to define multiple square contact pockets 12. Electrical contacts (not shown) may be loaded into the contact pockets 12 from either a face 75 or a rear end 73 of the harness connector 18. When the harness connector 18 is slidably inserted into the module connector 22 (Fig. 2), the electrical contacts engage the electrical contacts situated in the module connector 22. An exterior perimeter of the harness connector 18 is smaller than an interior perimeter of the module connector 22, in order that the harness connector 18 may be positioned within the module connector 22.

[0017] The post slots 52 are elliptical in shape with interior walls 84, top wall 90, and bottom wall 88, along longitudinal axis extending between the face 75 and rear end 73. The post slots 52 include interior walls 84 having oppositely aligned retention bumps 80 extending inward toward one another. The pivot posts 38 of the cam arms 26 (Fig. 2) are initially retained within a lower position of the post slots 52 between the retention bumps 80 and bottom walls 88 of the post slots 52. The retention bumps 80 permit the pivot posts 38 to rotate freely, while being held in the lower position, until the harness connector 18 is inserted to the initial staging position within the module connector 22 (Fig. 2). As the lever member (Fig. 1) is rotated in the direction of arrow A, the pivot posts 38 are pried upward in the direction of arrow C until squeezing between the retention bumps 80 and moving to an upper position in the post slots 52 between the retention bumps 80 and top wall 90. The pivot posts 38 are free to rotate within the upper position.

[0018] The post slots 52 are located between opposed oval flex holes 92. The flex holes 92 extend through the side walls 56 and are oriented with their longitudinal axis aligned parallel to the longitudinal axis of the post slots 52. Narrow flex strips 96 separate the post slots 52 and flex holes 92. As the pivot posts 38 of the cam arms 26 (Fig. 2) are pushed upward in the direction of arrow C from the lower position to the upper position, the pivot posts 38 deflect the retention bumps 80 upward away from each other. The flex strips 96 bow outward in opposite directions into the flex gaps 92, as the retention bumps 80 are deflected away from each other. Once the pivot posts 38 are moved into an upper position 89 above the retention bumps 80, the flex strips 96 spring back toward each other out of the flex gaps 92 such that the retention bumps 80 are returned to an unbiased state underneath the pivot posts 38.

[0019] The first racks 48 extend outward opposite each other from the side walls 56 and are located along one side of the post slots 52. The first racks 48 are generally aligned proximate a midpoint of the interior walls 84. Each of the first racks 48 has sloped top and bottom surfaces 100 and 104 that are received within the first notches 30 of the cam arms 26 (Fig. 2) when the lever member 14 (Fig. 2) is mounted on the harness connector 18. The top and bottom surfaces 100 and 104 engage the first notches 30 when the pivot posts 38 are in the lower position 87 in the post slots 52 to hold the lever arms 58 into the fixed position while the harness connector 18 is loaded into the module connector 22 to the initial staging position. As the harness connector 18 is moved from the initial staging position to the final position in the module connector 22, the first racks 48 slide into the arm catches 68 of the module connector 22 (Fig. 2).

[0020] The end walls 76 on the harness connector 18 include exterior recessed portions 108 aligned vertically and having retention strips 112 traversing the recessed portions 108 laterally. As the harness connector 18 is slid into the module connector 22 (Fig. 2), the retention strips 112 snapably engage top and bottom retention latches 116 and 118 (Fig. 6) positioned on interior surfaces of end walls 132 of the module connector 22 thereby retaining the harness connector 18.

[0021] Figure 4 illustrates an isometric view of the lever member 14 formed according to an embodiment of the present invention. A handle 120 is formed integral with, and extends perpendicularly between, the lever arms 58, which are in turn formed with the cam arms 26. The first and second notches 30 and 34 within the cam arms 26 have oppositely aligned top and bottom gear surfaces 124 and 128, and 125 and 129, respectively. The first notches 30 engage the first racks 48 of the harness connector 18 (Fig. 3) to retain the lever member 14 in the fixed position prior to insertion into the module connector 22. The first and second notches 30 and 34 engage the first racks 48 on the harness connector 18 and the second racks 64 (Fig. 2) on the module connector 22, respectively, as the lever member 14 is rotated between its initial and final positions.

[0022] Figure 5 illustrates an isometric view of the lever member 14 mounted to the harness connector 18. The lever member 14 is attached to the harness connector 18 by deflecting the lever arms 58 outward away from each other so that the pivot posts 38 (Fig. 2) slide along the side walls 56 of the harness connector 18 until the pivot posts 38 are enclosed within the post slots 52 between the retention bumps 80 (Fig. 3) and the bottom walls 84 (Fig. 3) and the first notches 30 enclose the first racks 48 of the harness connector 18. The top and bottom gear surfaces 124 and 128 of the first notches 30 resistibly engage the top and bottom surfaces 100 and 104, respectively, of the first racks 48 such that the lever member 14 is maintained in the fixed position with the lever arms 58 generally at a thirty-degree angle to the vertical axis 24.
The post slots 52 help maintain the lever member 14 in the fixed position prior to inserting the harness connector 18 into the module connector 22 (Fig. 2). The retention bumps 80 (Fig. 3) hold the pivot posts 38 (Fig. 2) in the lower position 87 (Fig. 3) within the post slots 52 (Fig. 3), preventing the pivot posts 38 from sliding into the upper position 89 (Fig. 3) within the post slots 52 such that the first notches 30 become disengaged from the first racks 48 and the lever member 14 rotates out of the fixed position. When the lever member 14 is in the fixed position and the harness connector 18 is in the initial staging position within the module connector 22, the cam arms 26 are aligned such that the second notches 34 receive the second racks 64 (Fig. 2) of the module connector 22. The second racks 64 and the second notches 34 are then aligned to engage each other when the lever member 14 is rotated to move the harness connector 18 from the initial staging position to the final position.

Figure 6 illustrates an isometric view of the module connector 22 formed according to an embodiment of the present invention. The side walls 72 are formed integral with, and are aligned perpendicular to, end walls 132. The side and end walls 72 and 132 are formed integral with, and extend from, a base 134, which has a larger perimeter than a perimeter about the side and end walls 72 and 132. The base 134 is mounted to an electronic component (not shown), such as a radio, with the side and end walls 72 and 132 extending outward from the electronic component. The electrical contacts positioned on the module connector 22 are connected to the electronic component through contact slots (not shown). When the harness connector 18 (Fig. 3) is in the final position within the module connector 22, the electrical contacts of the harness and module connectors 18 and 22 are fully mated.

The side walls 72 include the arm catches 68 positioned in the center thereof. The second racks 64 extend into the arm catches 68 at first sides along a top edge 138 of the side walls 72. The second racks 64 have sloped top and bottom surfaces 142 and 146 that engage the second notches 34 on the cam arms 26 (Fig. 4). When the cam arms 26 are rotated to position the harness connector 18 into the final position, the second racks 64 resistibly engage the second notches 34 as described below to pull the harness connector 18 downward into the module connector 22 such that the cam arms 26 and the first racks 48 are positioned within the arm catches 68. The first racks 48 and the second racks 64 are positioned on the harness connector 18 and module connector 22, respectively, such that when the harness connector 18 is in the final position, the first racks 48 and the second racks 64 are located within the arm catches 68 along opposite side walls 150. Thus, the alignment of the first racks 48 and the second racks 64 within the harness connector 18 and the module connector 22, respectively, enable the harness connector 18 to be inserted into the module connector 22 in a correct orientation.

The end walls 132 include the top and bottom retention latches 116 and 118 that snapably engage and retain the retention strips 112 of the harness connector 18 (Fig. 3). As the harness connector 18 is lowered into the module connector 22 into the initial staging position, the retention strips 112 snapably slide over the top retention latches 116 into gaps 122 between the top and bottom retention latches 116 and 118. The top and bottom retention latches 116 and 118 thus retain the retention strips 112 and the harness connector 18 in the initial staging position. As the harness connector 18 is moved from the initial staging position to the final position, the retention strips 112 snapably slide past and under the bottom retention latches 118. When the harness connector 18 is removed from the module connector 22, the retention strips 112 snapably slide back over the bottom and top retention latches 118 and 116.

Returning to Fig. 1, the harness connector 18 is in the initial staging position with the lever member 14 upright in the fixed position. The first racks 48 engage the first notches 30 at a first contact point 156 that is separated from the rotational axis 42 by a pitch radius D1 and the second racks 64 engage the second notches 34 at a second contact point 160 that is separated from the rotational axis 42 by a pitch radius D2. By way of example only, D1 is equal to D2.

To move the harness connector 18 into the final position and mate the electrical contacts, the lever member 14 is rotated about the rotational axis 42 in the direction of arrow A, for example, by approximately sixty degrees until the lever arms 58 rest on the top edges 138 of the module connector 22 perpendicular to the vertical axis 24. As the lever member 14 is rotated in the direction of arrow A, the top gear surfaces 124 of the first notches 30 push against the top surfaces 100 of the first racks 48 in the direction of arrow J and the bottom gear surfaces 129 of the second notches 34 push against the bottom surfaces 146 of the second racks 64 in the direction of arrow K. As the top gear surfaces 124 and the bottom surfaces 100 engage one another, the bottom gear surfaces 129 of the second notches 34 push against the bottom surfaces 146 of the second racks 64 in the direction of arrow K. The dual contact between the first notches 30 and the first racks 48 and the second notches 34 and the second racks 64 pull the cam arms 26 into the arm catches 68 and thus pull the harness connector 18 into the module connector 22 with enough force to mate the electrical contacts.

Figure 7 illustrates a side isometric view of the mate assist assembly 10 in the final position with the electrical contacts mated. The cam arms 26 and the first racks 48 are positioned within the arm catches 68 with the top gear surfaces 124 of the first notches 30 against the top surfaces 100 of the first racks 48 and the bottom gear surfaces 129 of the second notches 34 against the bottom surfaces 146 of the second racks 64. The lever arms 58 are aligned perpendicular to the vertical axis 24, but could be oriented to another angle. To disengage the electrical contacts and return the harness connector 18 to the initial staging position, the lever member 14 is rotated in the direction of arrow S about the rotational axis 42. As the lever member 14 is rotated in the direction of arrow S, the bottom gear surfaces 128 of the first notches 30 push against the bottom surfaces 104 of the first racks 48 in the direction of arrow T and the top
Returning to Fig. 1, when the harness connector 18 is in the initial staging position, the pivot posts 38 (Fig. 2) are in the lower position 87 (Fig. 3) within the post slots 52 (Fig. 3). As the harness connector 18 is moved from the initial staging position to the final position within the module connector 22, the pivot posts 38 rotate about the rotational axis 42 in the lower position 87 (Fig. 3). As the lever member 14 is rotated in the direction of arrow A, the pivot posts 38 slide vertically upward in the direction of arrow C between the rotational bumps 80 (Fig. 3) and into the upper position 89 (Fig. 3). The pivot posts 38 continue to rotate about the rotational axis 42 in the upper position 89 until the harness connector 18 is in the final position.

Alternatively, when the harness connector is moved from the initial position to the initial staging position, the pivot posts 38 slide vertically downward in the direction of arrow B from the upper position 89 to the lower position 87 (Fig. 3) when the lever member 14 has been rotated in the direction of arrow S.

Thus, the first racks 48 and the oval shaped post slots 52 (Fig. 3) significantly reduce the distance the lever member 14 has to be rotated a greater distance in the direction of arrow A as the second notches 34 engage the second racks 64 to pull the harness connector 18 into the module connector 22. Additionally, the pivot posts 38 (Fig. 2) sliding vertically within the post slots 52 allow the second racks 64 to maintain the pitch radius D2 such that the second notches 34 closely engage the second racks 64 throughout the course of rotation. By allowing the pivot posts 38 to slide into the upper position 89 (Fig. 3) and thus maintain the pitch radius D2, the second racks 64 remain in resistant contact with the second catches 34 during the course of the rotation such that the first catches 30 push the first racks 48 downward and thus push the harness connector 18 into the final position. Therefore, the first racks 48 and the post slots 52 work together such that the lever member 14 is rotated a reduced distance to move the harness connector 18 the same vertical travel distance to the final position.

Additionally, the pivot post 38 and pivot slot 52 construction may be replaced with other structures that support similar multi-dimensional ranges of motion, such as a bearing and a truck or other multi-dimensional linkage.

Figure 10 illustrates a side view of a mate assist assembly 180 formed in accordance with an alternative embodiment of the present invention. The cam arms 26 of the lever member 14 include the post slots 52. The post slots 52 receive the pivot posts 38 extending outward from the side walls 56 of the harness connector 18. When the harness connector 18 is in the initial staging position, the pivot posts 38 are in an upper position 89 engaging the top walls 90 of the post slots 52. As the lever member 14 is rotated about the rotational axis 42 in the direction of arrow A and the first notches 30 and second notches 34 engage the first racks 48 and second racks 64, respectively, the pivot posts 38 slide within the post slots 52 to a lower position 87 engaging the bottom walls 88 of the post slots 52. As in the previous embodiment, the posts slots 52 allow the pivot posts 38 to slide therein such that the second notches 34 remain in contact with the second racks 64. The cam arms 26 of the mate assist assembly 180 may also include the retention bumps 80 and the flex gaps 92 as shown in Fig. 3 to retain the pivot posts 38 in the upper position 89 such that the first notches 30 enclose the first racks 48 to maintain the lever member 14 in the fixed position.

Figure 8 illustrates a mate assist assembly 200 formed in accordance with an alternative embodiment of the present invention. The mate assist assembly 200 is generally similar to the mate assist assembly 10 of Fig. 1 except the second racks 64 are positioned on the opposite side of the arm catches 68 and the first racks 48 are positioned on the opposite side of the post slots 52. Therefore, when the harness connector 18 is in the initial staging position as shown, the first notches 30 engage the second racks 64 and the second notches 34 engage the first racks 48 such that the lever member 14 is maintained in a fixed position where the lever arms 58 are perpendicular to the vertical axis 24. The lever member 14 is rotated about the rotational axis 42 in the direction of arrow S to move the harness connector 18 into the final position. As the lever member 14 is rotated in the direction of arrow S, the top gear surfaces 125 of the second notches 34 push against the top surfaces 142 of the second racks 64 in the direction of arrow Q. The force exerted between the first and second notches 30 and 34 and the first and second racks 48 and 64, respectively, is sufficient to overcome the static friction of the mated electrical contacts and lift the harness connector 18 upward in the direction of arrow C out of the module connector 22 the initial staging position.

Thus, the first racks 48 and the oval shaped post slots 52 (Fig. 3) significantly reduce the distance the lever member 14 is rotated to move the harness connector 18 between the initial and final positions. For example, in Fig.1, for the harness connector 18 to vertically travel to the final position without the first rack 48, the lever member 14 would have to be rotated a greater distance in the direction of arrow A as the second notches 34 engage the second racks 64 to pull the harness connector 18 into the module connector 22. Additionally, the pivot posts 38 (Fig. 2) sliding vertically within the post slots 52 allow the second racks 64 to maintain the pitch radius D2 such that the second notches 34 closely engage the second racks 64 throughout the course of rotation. By allowing the pivot posts 38 to slide into the upper position 89 (Fig. 3) and thus maintain the pitch radius D2, the second racks 64 remain in resistant contact with the second catches 34 during the course of the rotation such that the first catches 30 push the first racks 48 downward and thus push the harness connector 18 into the final position. Therefore, the first racks 48 and the post slots 52 work together such that the lever member 14 is rotated a reduced distance to move the harness connector 18 the same vertical travel distance to the final position.

Figure 10 illustrates a side view of a mate assist assembly 180 formed in accordance with an alternative embodiment of the present invention. The cam arms 26 of the lever member 14 include the post slots 52. The post slots 52 receive the pivot posts 38 extending outward from the side walls 56 of the harness connector 18. When the harness connector 18 is in the initial staging position, the pivot posts 38 are in an upper position 89 engaging the top walls 90 of the post slots 52. As the lever member 14 is rotated about the rotational axis 42 in the direction of arrow A and the first notches 30 and second notches 34 engage the first racks 48 and second racks 64, respectively, the pivot posts 38 slide within the post slots 52 to a lower position 87 engaging the bottom walls 88 of the post slots 52. As in the previous embodiment, the posts slots 52 allow the pivot posts 38 to slide therein such that the second notches 34 remain in contact with the second racks 64. The cam arms 26 of the mate assist assembly 180 may also include the retention bumps 80 and the flex gaps 92 as shown in Fig. 3 to retain the pivot posts 38 in the upper position 89 such that the first notches 30 enclose the first racks 48 to maintain the lever member 14 in the fixed position.

Figure 8 illustrates a mate assist assembly 200 formed in accordance with an alternative embodiment of the present invention. The mate assist assembly 200 is generally similar to the mate assist assembly 10 of Fig. 1 except the second racks 64 are positioned on the opposite side of the arm catches 68 and the first racks 48 are positioned on the opposite side of the post slots 52. Therefore, when the harness connector 18 is in the initial staging position as shown, the first notches 30 engage the second racks 64 and the second notches 34 engage the first racks 48 such that the lever member 14 is maintained in a fixed position where the lever arms 58 are perpendicular to the vertical axis 24. The lever member 14 is rotated about the rotational axis 42 in the direction of arrow S to move the harness connector 18 into the final position. As the lever member 14 is rotated in the direction of arrow S, the top gear surfaces 125 of the second notches 34 push against the top surfaces 142 of the second racks 64 in the direction of arrow Q. The force exerted between the first and second notches 30 and 34 and the first and second racks 48 and 64, respectively, is sufficient to overcome the static friction of the mated electrical contacts and lift the harness connector 18 upward in the direction of arrow C out of the module connector 22 the initial staging position.
to the vertical axis 24 to connect the electrical contacts.

[0037] The mate assist assemblies of the various embodiments confer several benefits. The retention bumps of the post slots hold the pivot posts in the lower position such that the first notches of the cam arms engage the first racks to maintain the lever member in a fixed position prior to the insertion of the harness connector into the module connector. Therefore, the cam arms are properly aligned for the second racks to engage the second notches when the harness connector is in the initial staging position within the module connector.

[0038] The first racks are positioned to remain within the first notches as the lever member is rotated such that the first racks fully engage the first notches during the rotation of the lever member as the post slots allow the cam arms to vertically move to maintain contact between the second notches and the second racks. Thus, the lever member rotates half as far to connect the electrical contacts than if no first racks engaged the cam arms and the pivot posts were not allowed to vertically slide within the post slots. Because the lever member rotates a shorter distance to connect the electrical contacts, the mate assist assembly takes up less space and may be used in a wider variety of electronic applications. For example, if the lever member is rotated sixty degrees to connect electrical contacts instead of the ninety degrees required by a typical mate assist assembly, the lever member is only at a thirty-degree angle to the vertical axis when the harness connector is in the initial staging position instead of parallel to the vertical axis and thus takes up less space.

[0039] While the invention has been described with reference to certain embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various changes may be made and equivalents may be substituted without departing from the scope of the invention as claimed. In addition, many modifications may be made to adapt a particular situation or material to the teachings of the invention without departing from its scope. Therefore, it is intended that the invention not be limited to the particular embodiment disclosed, but that the invention will include all embodiments falling within the scope of the appended claims.

Claims

1. An electrical connector, comprising:

first (18) and second (22) housings being configured to receive electrical contacts, said first (18) and second (22) housings being configured to be mateable with one another to join corresponding electrical contacts, said first (18) and second (22) housings being moveable between initial and final positions;

a lever member (14) engaging said first (18) and second (22) housings and moving said first (18) and second (22) housings between said initial and final positions as said lever member (14) is rotated through a range of motion about a rotational axis (42), said lever member (14) including a cam arm (26) having a pivot post (38) received by said first housing (18), said lever member (14) including first (30) and second (34) cam surfaces that engage said first (18) and second (22) housings, respectively; and

said first housing (18) having a post slot (52) for rotatably and slidably retaining said pivot post (38) relative to said rotational axis (42), said first housing further having a first engagement means (48) engaging said first cam surface (30), said second housing (22) having a second engagement means (64) engaging said second cam surface (34), said first and second engagement means (48, 64) and cam surfaces (30, 34) cooperating to move said first (18) and second (22) housings between said initial and final positions as said lever member (14) is rotated along said range of motion, characterized in that said first and second engagement means respectively comprise first and second racks (48, 64), said first and second cam surfaces respectively comprise first and second notches (30, 34) and said cam arm (26) is positioned within a U-shaped or semi-circular arm catch (68) in a side wall (72) of second housing (22) in said initial position.

2. The electrical connector claim 1, wherein said post slot (52) has an oval or elongate shape with at least one retention bump (80) along an interior surface (84) thereof that separates upper (89) and lower (87) positions within said post slot (52) said retention bump (80) frictionally engaging said pivot post (38) to retain said pivot post (38) in said lower position while said lever member moves through a portion of said range of motion.

3. The electrical connector of claim 1, wherein said post slot (52) has retention bumps (80) oriented opposite each other along interior surfaces (84) and said first housing (18) has flex gaps (92) situated on opposite sides of said post slot (52) such that flex strips (96) extend between said post slot (52) and said flex gaps, said flex gaps receiving said flex strips as said retention bumps (80) are pushed laterally outward by said pivot post (38) as said pivot post (38) slides vertically upward within said post slot (52) along a vertical axis above said retention bumps (80)
4. The electrical connector of claim 1, wherein said first notch (30) has top (124) and bottom (128) gear surfaces and said first rack (48) has top (100) and bottom (104) surfaces, said top gear surface (124) engaging said top surface (100) as said lever member (14) is rotated through said range of motion to move said first (18) and second (22) housings from said initial position to said final position, and said bottom gear surface (128) engaging said bottom rack surface (104) as said lever member (14) is rotated through said range of motion to move said first (18) and second (22) housings from said final position to said initial position.

5. The electrical connector of claim 1, wherein said second notch (34) has top (125) and bottom (129) gear surfaces and said second rack (64) has top (142) and bottom (146) surfaces, said bottom gear surface (129) engaging said bottom surface (146) as said lever member (14) is rotated through said range of motion to move said first (18) and second (22) housings from said initial position to said final position, and said top gear surface (125) engaging said top surface (142) as said lever member (14) is rotated through said range of motion to move said first (18) and second (22) housings from said final position to said initial position.

6. The electrical connector of any preceding claim, wherein said pivot post (38) slides vertically upward within said post slot (52) along a vertical axis (24) perpendicular to said rotational axis (42) about which said pivot post (38) rotates as said first (18) and second (22) housings are moved from said initial position to said final position.

7. The electrical connector of any preceding claim, wherein said pivot post (38) slides along a linear path within said post slot (52) in a direction perpendicular to said rotational axis (42) about which said pivot post (38) rotates as said first (18) and second (22) housings are moved between said final position and said initial position.

8. The electrical connector of any preceding claim, wherein said second rack (64) extends from an interior surface of said arm catch (68), said arms catch (68) receives said cam arm (26) and said first rack (48) as said first (18) and second (22) housing are moved from said initial position to said final position such that said second notch (34) remains in contact with said second rack (64).

9. The electrical connector of any preceding claim, wherein said post slot (52) permits rotation of said pivot post (38) about said rotational axis (42) and permits linear movement of said pivot post (38) transverse to said rotational axis (42)

10. The electrical connector of any preceding claim, wherein said pivot post (38) and post slot (52) cooperate to permit linear motion between said lever member (14) and said first housing (18) and linear motion between said lever member (14) and said second housing (22).

11. The electrical connector of claim 1, further comprising a multidimensional linkage (38, 52) operating in first and second rotational positions (87, 89) with respect to said first housing (18), said first and second rotational positions (87, 89) having corresponding first and second rotational axes, said multidimensional linkage (38, 52) rotating during first and second portions of said range of motion about said first and second rotational axes, respectively.

12. The electrical connector of claim 1, further comprising a multidimensional linkage (38, 52) operating in first and second rotational positions (87, 89) with respect to said first housing (18), said first and second rotational positions (87, 89) having corresponding first and second rotation axes, said first and second rotational axes being parallel to one another and separated from one another along a linear path.

Patentansprüche

1. Elektrischer Steckverbinder, umfassend:

   ein erstes (18) und ein zweites (22), zur Aufnahme von elektrischen Kontakten gestaltetes Gehäuse, wobei das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse so gestaltet sind, dass sie miteinander steckbar sind, um korrespondierende elektrische Kontakte zu verbinden, wobei das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse zwischen der Anfangs- und der Endposition verschiebbar sind;

   ein Hebelelement (14), das in das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse eingreift und das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse zwischen der Anfangs- und der Endposition verschiebt, während das Hebelelement (14) über einen Bewegungsbereich um eine Drehachse (42) gedreht wird, wobei das Hebelelement (14) einen Nockenarm (26) umfasst, der einen Drehzapfen (38) aufweist, der vom ersten Gehäuse (18) aufgenommen
wird, und das Hebelelement (14) eine erste (30) und eine zweite (34) Nockenfläche umfasst, die jeweils in das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse eingreift; und wobei das erste Gehäuse (18) einen Zapfenschlitz (52) aufweist, der dazu dient, den Drehzapfen (38) in Bezug auf die Drehachse (42) drehbar und verschiebbar zu halten, und das erste Gehäuse außerdem ein erstes Eingriffsmittel (48) aufweist, das in die erste Nockenfläche (30) eingreift, und das zweite Gehäuse (22) ein zweites Eingriffsmittel (64) aufweist, das in die zweite Nockenfläche (34) eingreift, wobei das erste und das zweite Eingriffsmittel (48, 64) und die Nockenflächen (30, 34) zusammenwirken, um das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse zwischen der Anfangs- und Endposition zu verschieben, während das Hebelelement (14) längs des Bewegungsbereiches gedreht wird;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das erste und das zweite Eingriffsmittel jeweils eine erste und eine zweite Zahnstange (48, 64) umfassen, die erste und die zweite Nockenfläche jeweils eine erste und eine zweite Einkerbung (30, 34) umfassen und der Nockenarm (26) in einer U-förmigen oder halbkreisförmigen Armraste (68) in einer Seitenwand (72) des zweiten Gehäuses (22) in der Anfangsposition positioniert wird.

2. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Zapfenschlitz (52) eine ovale oder längliche Form mit mindestens einer Halteerhebung (80) längs einer Innenfläche (84) aufweist, die eine obere (89) und eine untere (87) Position im Zapfenschlitz (52) trennt, wobei die Halteerhebung (80) reibschlüssig in den Drehzapfen (38) eingreift, um den Drehzapfen (38) in der unteren Position zu halten, während sich das Hebelelement über einen Teil des Bewegungsbereiches bewegt.

3. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem der Zapfenschlitz (52) Halteerhebungen (80) aufweist, die längs der Innenflächen (84) gegenüber liegend zueinander ausgerichtet sind, und das erste Gehäuse (18) flexible Öffnungen (92) aufweist, die sich so auf gegenüber liegenden Seiten des Zapfenschlitzes (52) befinden, dass sich flexible Leisten (96) zwischen dem Zapfenschlitz (52) und den flexiblen Öffnungen erstrecken, wobei die flexiblen Öffnungen die flexiblen Leisten aufnehmen, während die Halteerhebungen (80) durch den Drehzapfen (38) seitlich nach außen gedrückt werden, während der Drehzapfen (38) sich im Zapfenschlitz (52) längs einer Vertikalachse über die Halteerhebungen (80) hinweg vertikal nach oben verschiebt.

4. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die erste Einkerbung (30) eine obere (124) und eine untere (128) Zahnradfläche aufweist und die erste Zahnstange (48) eine obere (100) und eine untere (104) Fläche aufweist, wobei die obere Zahnradfläche (124) in die obere Fläche (100) eingreift, während das Hebelelement (14) über den Bewegungsbereich gedreht wird, um das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse aus der Anfangsposition zur Endposition zu verschieben, und wobei die untere Zahnradfläche (128) in die untere Zahnstangenfläche (104) eingreift, während das Hebelelement (14) über den Bewegungsbereich gedreht wird, um das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse aus der Endposition zur Anfangsposition zu verschieben.

5. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die zweite Einkerbung (34) eine obere (125) und eine untere (129) Zahnradfläche aufweist und die zweite Zahnstange (64) eine obere (142) und eine untere (146) Fläche aufweist, wobei die untere Zahnradfläche (129) in die untere Fläche (146) eingreift, während das Hebelement (14) über den Bewegungsbereich gedreht wird, um das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse aus der Anfangsposition zur Endposition zu verschieben, und wobei die obere Zahnradfläche (125) in die obere Zahnstangenfläche (142) eingreift, während das Hebelement (14) über den Bewegungsbereich gedreht wird, um das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse aus der Endposition zur Anfangsposition zu verschieben.

6. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem der Drehzapfen (38) sich im Zapfenschlitz (52) längs einer Vertikalachse (24) vertikal nach oben verschiebt, und zwar senkrecht zu der Drehachse (42) um die sich der Drehzapfen (38) dreht, während das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse aus der Anfangsposition zur Endposition verschoben werden.

7. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem der Drehzapfen (38) sich längs einer geradlinigen Bahn im Zapfenschlitz (52) verschiebt, und zwar in einer Richtung senkrecht zu der Drehachse (42) um die sich der Drehzapfen (38) dreht, während das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse zwischen der Endposition und der Anfangsposition verschoben werden.

8. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem die zweite Zahnstange (64) sich von einer Innenfläche der Armraste (68) aus erstreckt und die Armraste (68) den Nockenarm (26) und die erste Zahnstange (48) aufnimmt, während das erste (18) und das zweite (22) Gehäuse aus der Anfangsposition zur
Endposition so verschoben werden, dass die zweite Einkerbung (34) mit der zweiten Zahnstange (64) in Kontakt bleibt.

9. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem der Zapfenschlitz (52) die Drehung des Drehzapfens (38) um die Drehachse (42) und die geradlinige Bewegung des Drehzapfens (38) quer zur Drehachse (42) gestattet.

10. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem der Drehzapfen (38) und der Zapfenschlitz (52) zusammenwirken, um die geradlinige Bewegung zwischen dem Hebeelement (14) und dem ersten Gehäuse (18) und die geradlinige Bewegung zwischen dem Hebeelement (14) und dem zweiten Gehäuse (22) zu gestatten.

11. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach Anspruch 1, der außerdem eine mehrdimensionale Kopplung (38, 52) umfasst, die in der ersten und der zweiten Drehposition (87, 89) in Bezug auf das erste Gehäuse (18) arbeitet, wobei die erste und die zweite Drehposition (87, 89) eine korrespondierende erste und zweite Drehachse aufweisen und die mehrdimensionale Kopplung (38, 52) sich während des ersten und des zweiten Teils des Bewegungsbereiches jeweils um die erste und die zweite Drehachse dreht.

12. Elektrischer Steckverbinder nach Anspruch 1, der außerdem eine mehrdimensionale Kopplung (38, 52) umfasst, die in der ersten und zweiten Drehposition (87, 89) in Bezug auf das erste Gehäuse (18) arbeitet, wobei die erste und die zweite Drehposition (87, 89) eine korrespondierende erste und zweite Drehachse aufweisen, wobei die erste und die zweite Drehachse zueinander parallel und längs einer geradlinigen Bahn voneinander getrennt sind.

Revendications

1. Connecteur électrique, comprenant:
   des premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers configurés pour recevoir des contacts électriques, lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers étant configurés pour être emboîtables l'un avec l'autre pour relier les contacts électriques correspondants, lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers étant déplaçables entre des positions initiale et finale; un élément de levier (14) engageant lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers et déplaçant lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers entre lesdites positions initiale et finale pendant que ledit élément de levier (14) est tourné sur une plage de déplacement autour d'un axe de rotation (42), ledit élément de levier (14) comprenant un levier à came (26) comportant un ergot de pivotement (38) reçu par ledit premier boîtier (18), ledit élément de levier (14) comprenant déjà un premier moyen d'engagement (48) entrant en prise avec ladite première surface de came (30) et un second moyen d'engagement (64) entrant en prise avec ladite seconde surface de came (34), lesdits premier et second moyens d'engagement (48, 64) et les surfaces de came (30, 34) coopérant pour déplacer lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers entre lesdites positions initiale et finale pendant que ledit élément de levier (14) est tourné le long de ladite plage de déplacement,
   caractérisé en ce que lesdits premier et second moyens d'engagement comprennent respectivement des première et seconde crémaillères (48, 64), lesdites première et seconde surfaces de came comprennent respectivement des première et seconde encoches (30, 34), et ledit levier à came (26) est positionné dans un crochet d’arrêt de levier en forme de U ou semi-circulaire (68) dans une paroi latérale (72) du second boîtier (22) dans ladite position initiale.

2. Connecteur électrique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite fente de réception d’ergot (52) présente une forme ovale ou allongée comportant au moins une bosse de retenue (80) le long de sa surface intérieure (84) qui sépare les positions supérieure (89) et inférieure (87) dans ladite fente de réception d’ergot (52), ladite bosse de retenue (80) coopérant par frottement avec ledit ergot de pivotement (38) pour retenir ledit ergot de pivotement (38) dans ladite position inférieure pendant que ledit élément de levier se déplace à travers une partie de ladite plage de déplacement.

3. Connecteur électrique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite fente de réception d’ergot (52) comporte des
bosses de retenue (80) orientées à l’opposé l’une de l’autre le long des surfaces intérieures (84) et ledit premier boîtier (18) comporte des trous souples (92) situés sur les côtés opposés de ladite fente de réception d’ergot (52) de sorte que des bandes souples (96) s’étendent entre ladite fente de réception d’ergot (52) et lesdits trous souples, lesdits trous souples recevant lesdites bandes souples pendant que lesdites bosses de retenue (80) sont poussées latéralement vers l’extérieur par ledit ergot de pivotement (38), à mesure que ledit ergot de pivotement (38) coulisse verticalement vers le haut dans ladite fente de réception d’ergot (52) le long d’un axe vertical au-dessus desdites bosses de retenue (80).

4. Connecteur électrique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite première encoche (30) présente des surfaces d’engrenage supérieure (124) et inférieure (128) et ladite première crémaillère (48) présente des surfaces supérieure (100) et inférieure (104), ladite surface d’engrenage supérieure (124) entrant en prise avec ladite surface supérieure (100) pendant que ledit élément de levier (14) est tourné à travers ladite plage de déplacement pour déplacer lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers de ladite position initiale à ladite position finale, et ladite surface d’engrenage supérieure (128) entrant en prise avec ladite surface inférieure de crémaillère (104) pendant que ledit élément de levier (14) est tourné à travers ladite plage de déplacement pour déplacer lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers de ladite position finale à ladite position initiale.

5. Connecteur électrique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ladite seconde encoche (34) présente des surfaces d’engrenage supérieure (125) et inférieure (129) et ladite seconde crémaillère (64) présente des surfaces supérieure (142) et inférieure (146), ladite surface d’engrenage inférieure (129) entrant en prise avec ladite surface inférieure (146) pendant que ledit élément de levier (14) est tourné à travers ladite plage de déplacement pour déplacer lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers de ladite position initiale à ladite position finale, et ladite surface d’engrenage supérieure (125) entrant en prise avec ladite surface supérieure (142) pendant que ledit élément de levier (14) est tourné à travers ladite plage de déplacement pour déplacer lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers de ladite position finale à ladite position initiale.

6. Connecteur électrique selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ledit ergot de pivotement (38) coulisse verticalement vers le haut dans ladite fente de réception d’ergot (52) le long d’un axe vertical (24) perpendiculaire audit axe de rotation (42) autour duquel ledit ergot de pivotement (38) tourne pendant que lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers sont déplacés de ladite position initiale à ladite position finale.

7. Connecteur électrique selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ledit ergot de pivotement (38) coulisse le long d’une trajectoire linéaire dans ladite fente de réception d’ergot (52) dans une direction perpendiculaire audit axe de rotation (42) autour duquel ledit ergot de pivotement (38) tourne pendant que lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers sont déplacés de ladite position finale à ladite position initiale.

8. Connecteur électrique selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ledit ergot de pivotement (38) coulisse depuis une surface intérieure dudit crochet d’arrêt de levier (68), ledit crochet d’arrêt de levier (68) reçoit ledit levier à came (26) et ladite première crémaillère (48) pendant que lesdits premier (18) et second (22) boîtiers sont déplacés de ladite position initiale à ladite position finale de sorte que ladite seconde encoche (34) reste en contact avec ladite seconde crémaillère (64).

9. Connecteur électrique selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ladite fente de réception d’ergot (52) permet la rotation dudit ergot de pivotement (38) autour dudit axe de rotation (42) et permet le déplacement linéaire dudit ergot de pivotement (38) transversalement audit axe de rotation (42).

10. Connecteur électrique selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ledit ergot de pivotement (38) et ladite fente de réception d’ergot (52) coopèrent pour permettre un déplacement linéaire entre ledit élément de levier (14) et ledit premier boîtier (18) et un déplacement linéaire entre ledit élément de levier (14) et ledit second boîtier (22).

11. Connecteur électrique selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un raccordement mécanique multidimensionnel (38, 52) fonctionnant dans des première et seconde positions de rotation (87, 89) par rapport audit premier boîtier (18), lesdites première et seconde positions de rotation (87, 89) comportant des premier et second axes de rotation correspondants, ledit raccordement mécanique multidimensionnel (38, 52) tournant pendant des première et seconde parties de ladite plage de déplacement respectivement autour desdits premier et second axes de rotation.

12. Connecteur électrique selon la revendication 1, comprenant en outre un raccordement mécanique multidimensionnel
(38, 52) fonctionnant dans des première et seconde positions de rotation (87, 89) par rapport audit premier boîtier (18), lesdites première et seconde positions de rotation (87, 89) comportant des premier et second axes de rotation correspondants, lesdits premier et second axes de rotation étant parallèles l’un à l’autre et séparés l’un de l’autre le long d’une trajectoire linéaire.